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E F A C E

This leature deals with the appliaation of
linear methods of pattern reaognition theory to aliniaal, partiaularly diagnostia deaision. Veator of
symptoms (symptomaomplex) measured in a patient represents a pattern, that is neaessary to be fit into one
of the possible diagnostia alasses. The knowledge a
priori aaaumulated by mediaal saienae aombined with
the possible appliaation of adaptive (trainable) aliniaal deaision algorithms provide the best aonditions
for the use of aomputers in aliniaal praatiae as well
as in aliniaal researah.
It should be emphasized in the beginning
that aliniaal deaision differs in some regards from
the aurrent standard alassifiaation of geometriaal
patterns. First of all, the empiriaal evidenae at our
disposal does not suggest that the symptomaomplex
(aonsidered as a random veator defined by a statistiaal ensemble of patients) is distributed aaaording to
some of the standard parametria distributions. Therefore simple statistiaal methods based on parameters
estimation aannot be used.
Another partiaularly is assoaiated with the
really obtainable range of empiriaal evidenae. A
s.tandard symptomaomplex is aomposed of hundreds binary aomponents. Henae, with regards to what was said
in the preaeding paragraph, it is neaessary to esti-
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information usable for adaptation forms as a rule a
thousand, or in the best case a few thousands empirical symptomcomplexes.

(That depends on concrete con-

ditions under which the data are collected at clinics).
This means

that there is relatively very low ratio

between the range of procurable empirical evidence
and the dimension (informativeness) of the patterns
in the clinical situation we have considered. This
characteristic feature should be taken into account
when the choice of clinical adaptive procedure is
being made.
Let us characterize briefly the content of the following chapters. Chap.

1, 2 present a

general statistical approach to the theory of adaptive decision functions.

Wald's decision model is de-

fined there and within its frame Bayes' optimum decision is introduced. Further, within the frame of
the same model, the concept of general adaptive decision function is defined and asymptotic optimality
and suboptimality of these functions is introduced.
In Chap.

3 there is the interpreta-

tion of a general model, as referrgd to in Chap.

1,

2 within the framework of clinical situations of the
following three types: a) prognostic, b) therepeutic,
c)

diagnostic decision.
Chap.

4 is concerned in three concrete

types of linear adaptive decision functions, which
appear to be usable in diagnostic decision from both
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the theoretiaal point of view. These are in aertain
way modified adaptive funations known from the literature, aalled here Steinbuah, Bayes and stoahastiaapproximation funations. Eaah of these adaptive funations aontains free optional parameters by means of
whiah its properties aan be modified and optimized.
In Chap. 5 a aomputer program for experimentation with the adaptive funations of Chap. 4 on
the basis of aonarete aliniaal data is desaribed
briefly. The program has been worked out in the Cybernetias researah group of UHKT in Prague
Udine, July 1971

